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Useful Contacts 
 

Service  Organisation/Name   Contact 

Emergencies Gas Emergency (24hrs)   0800 111 999 
999   UK Power Networks (24hrs)  105 
   Water Leak Line (24hrs)   0800 820 999 
Community PCSO Richard Bradley   101 or email 

Richard.Bradley@Kent.Police.uk  
Non-urgent and other enquiries 101 

   Community Warden Team  07811 271 299 
   Neighbourhood Watch   Martin Porter - email 

   porter118@btinternet.com  
Crime Stoppers    0800 555111 

   Community Safety Dover   01304 872220 
   Consumer Direct    01845 4040506 
   Childline      0800 1111 

Kent County Council   08458 247247 
   Dover District Council   01304 821199 
   Craig Mackinlay MP   01843 589266 
   Ash Parish Council Clerk   01304 832909 
   Citizens Advice (Dover area)  0844 8487978 

   Ash Village Hall Enquiries  01304 813087 
Environmental Health   01304 872215 

   Trading Standards    0845 4040506 
Ash Library     01304 812440 

Healthcare NHS Medical Helpline (24hrs)  111 or www.nhs.uk  
   Out of Hours Doctor Service  0844 8001234 
   Ash Surgery     01304 812227 
   Hospitals - Kent and Canterbury 01227 766877 
       QEQM Margate  01843 225544 
       William Harvey  01233 633331 
   Pharmacy - Ash (Boots)   01304 812242 

Education  KCC Area Office    03000 414141 
   Cartwright and Kelsey School  01304 812539 
   St Faith’s Prep School   01304 813409 
   Sandwich Technology School  01304 610000 
   Sir Roger Manwood School  01304 613286 

Transport  National Rail TrainTracker™  0871 2004950 
   Stagecoach East Kent Ltd  0845 6002299 

~ If an error is noted please inform the editors ~ 

 

mailto:Richard.Bradley@Kent.Police.uk
mailto:Richard.Bradley@Kent.Police.uk
mailto:porter118@btinternet.com
http://www.nhs.uk/
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This magazine is produced by St. 
Nicholas Parish Church. We 

welcome items from individuals and 
village organisations. All items 
should come with a note of the 
contributor’s name. The editor 

reserves the right both to edit and 
not to publish anything she 

receives. Items on church matters 
do not represent the official position 

of the Church of England. 

 

Email copy for the next edition by 
Monday 14th June at 

rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com or 
post hard copy at 69, The Street, 

Ash. 

Products and services advertised 
have not been tested and are not 
endorsed by the Parish Church. 

Send advertising enquiries to 

ashpm.ads@gmail.com  

Front cover illustration  

Spring in to Summer. By Pat 

Coles 
 

Magazine Subscription  
 
Never miss an edition of your 
favourite parish magazine! 
To arrange to a subscription 
including magazine delivery to 
your door (within the parish) 
phone Rebecca on 07443 
605873. 

23 

mailto:rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com
mailto:ashpm.ads@gmail.com
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What’s On  
 
ASH BOWLING CLUB taster sessions will be held at the club in Moat 
Lane, Ash, from 5.30pm to 8pm on Friday 28th May, from 2pm to 5pm on 
Saturday 29th May. All ages, from 10 years old are welcome. Children 
must be accompanied by an adult. Bring a pair of flat shoes or trainers. 
We will lend you the bowls. For more information email 
secretary.ashbowlsclub@gmail.com or telephone 01304 813629. 
 

JAN ANTON holds dance and acrobatic classes for young children at Ash 
Village Hall, on Mondays at 4pm. Primary ballet and tap (ages 3-6) is 
followed by junior acrobatic gymnastics (ages 5-10 approx) at 
5pm. Covid-19 precautions will be in place at the hall. For more 
information email antondance66@gmail.com or call 07484877574.    
 

KYOKUSHIN KARATE and self-defence classes for children, adults and 
families take place at Ash Village Hall on Friday evenings from 6.30-
7.30pm and 7.30-8.30pm. For more details contact Paul Cheesman 
Paul.trkj@gmail.com or call 07944 519069. 
 
THE ARTS SOCIETY SANDWICH is providing its 2021 programme of live 
monthly lectures over the internet via Zoom, each lecture starting at 7pm 
with log in from 6.45pm. On Monday 7th June: Paula Nuttall speaks on 
‘Urbino, the Palace of the Courtier’. Non-members are welcome but a £5 
contribution per event is appreciated. 
If you would like to participate please email sandwich@theartssociety.org  
 

COMMUNITY COFFEE MORNINGS return to Ash Village Hall on the first 
Saturday of every month, from July onwards, running from 10am to noon 
run by a different group or organisation each month. For more details see 
page 12. 
 
 A LINOCUT WORKSHOP with Alison from the Little Studio on the 
Street, Ash, will be held on Sunday 6th June 10am-1pm and Monday 7th 
June 1pm-4pm. You will learn the basics of linocut then design and cut an 
image from which you will make your own unique prints and print 2 
greetings cards £35 per person. Call 07856 080517 or email me to book.  
 For more details on upcoming workshops go to www.studioartdays.co.uk,  
 
ARTIST Teresa Tanner is looking to restart her art classes in Ash. If you 
are interested please contact her on 07920 841445 or 01304 812056 or 
teresatannerartist@gmail.com 

mailto:antondance66@gmail.com
mailto:Paul.trkj@gmail.com
mailto:teresatannerartist@gmail.com
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Church Notices 
 
Resumption of ‘in church’ services 
   
Church services are still being held alternate weeks at Goodnestone and 
Ash therefore for the month of June: 
Holy Cross, Goodnestone service 9am Sunday 6th and 20th June  
St Nicholas’, Ash service 9am on Sunday 13th and 27th June.  
The services are held at 9am to give Rev David enough time to arrive at 
the vicarage to conduct the online service at 11am. 
   
Private Prayer at St Nicholas  
 
St Nicholas’ Church, Ash is now open for private prayer Tuesday-
Thursday 9am-4pm and on a Friday from 9:30am- midday. Please 
remember to sign in or use the QR code if you have a smartphone to 
comply with Track and Trace, sanitise your hands on arrival, wear a face 
mask and maintain social distancing from those outside your 
household/bubble. 
Timings may change on a week-by-week basis as we have to leave 48 
hours between events to negate deep cleaning the church. Therefore 
there are some weeks the church will have to be closed if there are 
weddings or funerals taking place. Notice will be given of this in the 
weekly Benefice newsletter and by a poster on the church noticeboard. 
  

Parish Register 

Weddings 
Emily Mills and Samuel Lacy, St Nicholas, May 15 
 

Brian Lawrence 

Brian Lawrence  died recently after a long battle with cancer.   He was a 
bell ringer, and later Tower Captain, in St.Nicholas’ Church, Ash for over 
40 years. 
Brian started bell ringing   in 1978 in response to an article by Dr.David 
Cave in the Parish Magazine and in the East Kent Mercury.  The bells 
had just been rehung - ten bells instead of the original eight.   
Brian was a very calm and conscientious Captain, never complaining 
about coming the 11 miles from Lower Hardres to Ash for ringing. He was 
at every bell practice on Fridays and every Sunday for the morning 
service and gave up his time unstintingly for weddings, tolling the bell for 
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funerals, and all the extra services over the Christmas period. He often 
gave up his time to train newcomers, and he never became irritated or 

irate when 
mistakes 
were made. 
He remained 
loyal to Ash 
throughout 
despite 
ringing in 
other 
churches 
more local to 
him. 
During the 
pandemic the 
bells have 
been silent, 
but we know 
that Brian 
hoped that 
ringing would 
commence 
again as 
soon as 
possible.. 

To say he will be missed in the bell ringing world is very much an 
understatement and we send our sympathies to his wife Jane and 
children Tom and Beth. 

Ash Bell Ringers 

 
As a mark of respect to Brian, the Nine Tailors were rung on Thursday 
13th May, the day of his cremation. 
The ringing of the Nine Tailors (originally ‘Tellers’) dates back centuries, 
and is still practised regularly in some areas.  
Villages were informed of a parishioner’s death by ringing a series of 
three blows (once for a child, twice for a woman and three times for a 
man), followed by the tolling of the Tenor bell, once for each year of the 
person’s life.  
A memorial service for him is planned later in the year when ringing 
returns to normal, and when we will be able to ring the bells in celebration 
of his life, alongside friends and fellow ringers from across the county. 
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The Parish Letter 
 

The pandemic has fuelled feelings of loneliness, anxiety and fears for the 
future for many people, and across the age spectrum, but particularly the 
young. Young people's risk of becoming ill with Covid is miniscule - but 
could the long-term mental health impact of virus restrictions be far more 
damaging? Initial surveys suggest this may be the case.  

A study in The Lancet Psychiatry found that our young people and 
children's mental health deteriorated the most during the past year when 
compared with other age groups. Although research into this area is still 
ongoing, the evidence, thus far, suggests that growing feelings of 
loneliness and social isolation have been the main causes of this 
deteriorating mental health scenario. However, it is not all doom and 
gloom. 

It’s proving a long struggle, but we are finding a new openness about our 
mental well-being. There is definitely something generational about this; 
younger people are less reticent about voicing about their struggles, are 
more confessional and, moreover, expect to be taken seriously. This 
contrasts quite markedly with previous generations where folks were 
expected to just ‘get on with it’.  

But what about loneliness?  

The experience of loneliness is acute, considered to be like smoking 15 
cigarettes a day, creating greater risk of heart disease, cancer and 
dementia later in life. Part of the problem in dealing effectively with Covid 
is our inability – perhaps even willingness – to compute the longer term 
effects on health of long periods of lockdown. Its enforcement has slowed 
the rate of transmission, but increased a range of social and economic 
problems that will eventually find their way into epidemiological 
calculations. 

Put simply, loneliness kills too. And it’s a killer to experience day by day. 
Loneliness, like mental illness, which it, inevitably, overlaps, carries a 
misplaced stigma. People are often reluctant to admit to it because it is 
assumed to be some kind of failure – an indication that friends can’t be 
made and that this might be because we are unworthy, or unpleasant. 
This radical focus on the individual ignores the context in which loneliness 
emerges. Economic systems that value flexible labour supplies uproot 
people from their communities, planting them where they know no-one. 
Housing markets that price out first time buyers and legal systems that 
privilege landlords over tenants mean younger people are on the move 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanpsy/article/PIIS2215-0366(20)30308-4/fulltext#secestitle140
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from one house to another in short order and thus unable to put down 
roots and involve themselves in local life. The Office for National Statistics 
has shown the loneliest age group to be 18-24 in the UK. 

In her invaluable book The Lonely Century (Sceptre, 2020), Noreena 
Hertz defines loneliness ‘as both an internal state and an existential one – 
personal, societal, economic and political’. Hertz builds a wide-ranging, 
convincing argument that the way we live now is profoundly atomised – 
missing many of the casual and deeper human connections that used to 
be commonplace.  

We’re not built for isolation. Loneliness is astonishingly damaging to our 
health; it triggers a lingering and cumulative stress response in the body, 
hampering our immune systems, increasing our risk of heart disease, 
stroke and dementia, and making us almost 30% more likely to die 
prematurely. The emotional ache we call loneliness, Hertz argues, is 
more about the fragmentation of community. She writes: 

It also incorporates how disconnected we feel from politicians and politics, 
how cut off we feel from our work and our workplace, how excluded many 
of us feel from society’s gains, and how powerless, invisible and voiceless 
so many of us believe ourselves to be. 

Hannah Arendt, the acutest observer of totalitarianism, was first to write 
about the link between loneliness and political intolerance. Since then, 
research has been done to show how loneliness is a driver of populism. 
Those who get involved in local bodies and associations are less likely to 
vote for populist or extreme parties, while those who tell pollsters they rely 
on themselves and not on other people or community groups are more 
likely to. Extremists, as well as populists, are attuned to these effects and 
offer spurious, excluding forms of community to vulnerable people. Of 
course, most people who are seriously lonely resist these forms of 
politics, but the effects of the pandemic, coupled with rapid urbanisation 
across the world, pose several public policy challenges. 

As Christians we need to be mindful of those in our communities who are 
excluded from society’s gains. More easily said than done, admittedly. 
However, one of the best and kindest responses we can make, as we 
emerge from this pandemic, is to give undivided attention to those who 
feel powerless and excluded and those whose loneliness has only 
deepened in the lockdowns of the last year.  

We need to embody not a ‘just get on with it’ approach, but a 
compassionate response, which truly hears the pains of isolation. And 
when we emerge from this pandemic, when we can worship by singing, 
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and sharing refreshments after our services, let us be mindful of those 
who have felt the isolation of the lockdowns more than others. Our hope 
and prayer is that they might testify that: Blessed indeed are the lonely, 
for they will know the love of God. 

Rev David Moulden 

A Different View 
 
These delightful photos of a baby rabbit and a blue tit were taken by 
Ash’s Laura Whittaker near to the church and the Jack Foat fields. 
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Onlooker 
A councillor’s view of the Ash Parish council meeting held on Monday 

3rd May 2021. 

 
The May meeting was a combination of the council AGM and the May 
parish council meeting.  
The meeting started with re electing the present chairperson and vice 
chairperson and continued with appointing Parish councillors to various 
committees within the parish council and village groups. 
There was then a discussion on how and where the parish council could 
meet, as face-to-face meetings have to be resumed in June. 
The council can resume meetings on a Monday in the library in the village 
hall in September but need a place to hold meetings for the summer 
months. 
Mike Connolly, chairperson of Dover District Council, apologised for the 
ongoing problems some people have experienced with the changes in 
waste management collections. 
The council went on to discuss the many planning applications and had a 
long discussion about the planned development of the old school site. 
The council decided they needed a further site meeting and to organise a 
face-to-face meeting to then make a decision. 
There were some helpful comments from parishioners who were 
having planning applications discussed that helped councillors decide 
over the planning issues that they were chewing over. 
Housekeeping of finances and standing orders were agreed. 
News of the neighbourhood development plan (NDP) there will be a 
referendum for this in July. A leaflet will be coming through your door. 
There were questions that arose from parishioners at the annual parish 
meeting held on Zoom, several related to the Highways Improvement 
Plan (HIP) these will be discussed in the second phase of HIP. The HIP 
group look to be in for a busy time. 
There has been recent damage to the recreation ground toilets, please 
keep your eyes peeled and if you notice anything inform the clerk. 
 
 
Contact the Parish Council via Clerk Christine Haggart: phone 01304 
832 909 or email clerk@ashparishcouncil.gov.uk  or visit the Parish 
Council website https://ashparishcouncil.gov.uk   

 For details of where the parish council will meet, go to 
ashparishcouncil.gov.uk or contact the Clerk 

tel:01304%20832%20909
tel:01304%20832%20909
mailto:clerk@ashparishcouncil.gov.uk
https://ashparishcouncil.gov.uk/
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Neighbourhood Development Plan 
 
Ash Neighbourhood Development has passed its examination with flying 
colours.  The examiner said: “It is clear that the Ash Neighbourhood 
Development Plan is the product of much hard work undertaken by the 
Parish Council, its Neighbourhood Plan Committee and the many 
individuals and stakeholders who have contributed to the preparation and 
development of the Plan. In my assessment, the Plan reflects the land 
use aspirations and objectives of the Ash community for the future 
planning of their Parish. The output is a Plan which should help guide the 
area’s development, making a positive contribution to informing decision-
making on planning applications by Dover District Council.” 
The next step will be the referendum in the summer when you will have 
the opportunity to vote on the Plan.  Watch this space. 

Christine Haggart 

A Game for Gary 

 
A fundraising football match will be held at Woodnesborough football club 
on Sunday 25th July 
from10am in memory of 
Gary Neat. 
Daughter, Camilla, said: 
My dad was born and 
raised in Ash, He was an 
avid Spurs supporter and 
just all around loved life. 
Last year he was 
diagnosed with Burkitts 
Lymphoma but sadly 
passed away on March 18th 
at the tender age of 54.” 
Gary is much missed by his 
wife Jaymie, children 
Camilla, Connor, Finley and 
Sienna and grandchildren 
Louie and Evie.  
To donate a prize to the 
raffle, please contact the 
family via Camilla at 
camillax@hotmail.co.uk 

mailto:camillax@hotmail.co.uk
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Community Coffee Mornings 
 
These much missed (from our village lives) social events are due to return 
in 2021 to Ash Village Hall on the first Saturday of every month, from July 
onwards, running from 10am to noon; run by a different group or 
organisation each month (for those of you that don't know) they raise 
much-needed funds for local groups and charities.  
There is almost always a home-baked cake stall plus other delectable 
goodies to purchase and also hot tea/coffee/bacon butties, and more.  
If you are new to Ash, or have never darkened the doors, it's a good way 
to make new acquaintances to say "hello" to in the street at a later date; 
but if you can't make it but would like to support by giving either cash, a 
cake or a raffle prize - donations can be left at the hall from 9am onwards 
with the organisers, during preparations for the morning. 
 
July 3         Christian Aid 
Aug 7         League of Friends of Kent & Canterbury Hospital  
Sept 4        Ash W.I. (Cakes a speciality at this one!) 
Sept 18     Ash Guides & Rangers 
Oct 2          Heritage Archive Group   
Nov 6         Toddler Group 
Dec 4          Friends of St Nicholas Church 
 
Be sure to put these dates in your diary or on your calendar! 

                                                                          Jean Ryan - AVH CCM Organizer 

Ash Heritage Group 
 
There will be an outing for members to Richborough Castle Thursday, 
10th June at 2pm.  
There will be free admission for all (including non-English Heritage 
members) and a guide will give us a tour of the castle.  
Due to the fact our numbers are limited it will be on a first come first 
served basis and is for current Heritage Group members only.  

 
Chequer Inn Community Garden 
The Chequer Inn Ash Society would like to invite you to join together to 
design and manage a garden that says something about you and your 
village & meets our community needs. 

Contact 07885272985 or come along Mondays or Tuesday mornings 
after 9.30am weather permitting. 
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The League of Friends of the Kent and Canterbury 
Hospital, Ash Branch 
 
We raised £172.50 in April at St Peter’s Church, Sandwich.  We 
understand that we will be able to have a stall at the coffee mornings to 
be held in the village hall from July.  We shall still be running the stall at St 
Peters Church as well.  
Any people interested to join us will be most welcome.  

Marion Martin 

 

The Friends of Elmstone and Preston Churches 
 
We are hoping to reinstate the monthly Happy Hour at Elmstone from the 
start of June. Please look out for posters nearer the time. 

Elizabeth Timms 

Pudding Basin Appeal! 
 
Every October I make up batches of a very special Christmas pudding 
mix, which are then sold in aid of the League of Friends of K&C Hospital, 
either directly by special order, or on the Friends' stall at the Community 
Coffee mornings, during November and December.  
Unfortunately the ceramic and Pyrex basin are now quite expensive to 
buy new; if anyone has some un-chipped and unused basins of any size 
lurking in their kitchen cupboards which will stand the steaming process - 
please donate them - it would be much appreciated.  
Contact me on 01304 812148 (answerphone - do leave a message) and I 
will arrange collection. 

 Howard Ryan  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why not write to us?! 

Do you have news or views to share? The parish 

magazine welcomes contributions from all our 

readers.  

Email rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com or post hard 

copy at 69 The Street, Ash. 

mailto:rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com
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Hills Court Footpath Nature Trail 
 

At the end of a cold April, we welcomed a visit from Nicole Khan, Turtle 
Dove Conservation Adviser, RSPB.  Joining her was Jason Moule, 
Natural Environment Ranger, White Cliffs Countryside Partnership.  A 40-
minute survey identified 34 species as follows:- 

 
BIRDS    
Red-listed - most endangered and globally threatened.  
Amber-listed - of great conservation concern     
(A=Amber, R=Red) 
 
Blackbird Great Tit Magpie White Throat 
Blackcap Herring Gull (R) Mistle Thrush Wood Pigeon 
Chaffinch House Sparrows (R) Red Kite Wren 
Chiffchaff Jackdaw Rook  
Dunnock (A) Linnet (R) Song Thrush (R)   

    

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

From left: A 

Red Kite and a 

White Throat 
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WILDFLOWERS 

 
 
BEES     BUTTERFLIES   MAMMAL 
Common carder bee   Peacock    Shrew 
Flower bee (male & female)  Small white 
White tailed bumble bee 
 
Supplementary food was donated by the RSPB to support the Turtle 
Dove and feed will be scattered weekly on the verges of the nature trail. 
Turtle Dove have been recorded in this area and observed feeding along 
the footpath and many residents report having seen and heard this red-
listed summer visitor locally and around Cowan’s orchard, Sandwich 
Road. 
 
Both our visitors were impressed with the abundance and variety of scrub 
habitat which, in their opinion, allows species to thrive and reproduce and 
a number of bees, not previously seen, were photographed for 
identification.  
 
Jason pointed out the maturing Sallow tree and remarked that this 
species of tree attracts the Purple Emperor butterfly.  The dull brown slug-
like caterpillar, with two ‘horns’ at the front, lies dormant on a twig 
throughout the winter.  
 
From July to August the butterfly flies in well-wooded areas keeping to the 
tree tops, but may come down to drink from muddy pools or get moisture 
from carrion.  
 
As yet this butterfly has not been recorded but the Sallow could 
potentially support this beautiful species in the future as the tree matures. 
Nicole and Jason will undertake another survey during the summer 
months and our small group are grateful and encouraged by their 
continuing support. 

Pearl Thorne 

Burdock Green Alkanet Meddick White Dead Nettle 
Common 
Speedwell 

Hedge 
Bedstraw 

Oxeye 
Daisy 

 

Cut-leaved 
Cranesbill 

Lesser 
Celandine 

Stitchwort  
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Garden Jottings for June 

Stake tomatoes and tie into stout canes and remove side shoots, feed 

weekly and water regularly to prevent blossom end rot and split skins. If 

you don’t have a very large vegetable plot try to utilise as much of the 

area as possible by inter-cropping, planting small plants in amongst crops 

which will soon be harvested, like new potatoes and will then grow on to 

fill the vacated space eg cauliflowers and sprouts. Other quick growing 

salads eg radish and lettuce can be grown beside long-stay vegetables 

so try to remember to allow for this when planning and planting out. 

Leeks should be planted out now. Weed onion beds by hand to avoid 

damaging roots as the smell will alert onion fly to damage the crop. Plant 

courgettes, French and Runner beans after lifting potatoes and removing 

Spinach if it is running to seed. Dig up new potatoes but make sure they 

are ready by lifting a few to see if they are large enough. To discourage 

blackfly on broad beans take out the tips of the plants or remove them if 

they are already present, this will send growth down to form beans and 

swell the pods rather than making the plants grow taller. 

Place straw around strawberry plants or fibre mats to prevent mud 

splashes. Runners can be taken as they lengthen, pin them to the ground 

to root, they can then be cut free and potted up to make new plants for 

next year. Usually plants should be replaced every 3-4 years. Pick early 

soft fruits and gooseberries as they ripen. 

Lower the height of mower blades, although it is still better to mow twice a 

week, but not too short, so as not to stress the lawn if the weather is hot 

and dry. It is a good time to give a high nitrogen feed if the lawn seems 

pale and sparse. Keep edges neat and tidy, pick up grass clippings and 

tidy the edges of the borders at the same time.  

Keep hoeing borders and vegetable garden to keep down weeds. 

Bindweed will appear now, keep it down by digging out and removing as 

many of the white brittle roots as possible and burn them. If it is growing 

among plants, you can train it up canes then either rub the stems with a 

rubber glover coated in weed killer or slip an open-ended plastic bag over 

cane and weed and spray inside with a systemic weed killer, close up the 
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bag and place an elastic band over the top. When it has died down 

remove and burn or bin it. 

Grass cuttings and leafy weeds are quite lush and will make quite a wet 

mixture in the compost heap. To rectify this add shredded newspaper, 

egg boxes or cardboard to it. 

Take dead heads from Rhododendrons and Lilac carefully so as not to 

damage the buds that are forming under the old flower heads. Dead head 

roses taking the stem down to the next leaf node below the dead bloom. 

Houseplants such as Azaleas and Lemon Trees can be stood outside in 

summer and indeed many others benefit from standing outside in a gentle 

rain shower. Don’t forget that many annuals like Marigolds, Love in a Mist 

and Nasturtiums will grow on quite quickly to fill in any empty spaces 

giving some colour to borders. 

Tie in Delphiniums to stakes as they grow taller. Remove faded central 

spikes of Delphiniums and Lupins to encourage the lower blooms on the 

stem to develop and bloom. 

Plant up pots to follow on after spring bulbs and Polyanthus. Divide 

Polyanthus and Primulas and replant somewhere shady to reuse in the 

autumn. 

Tulips can be laid out to dry and then cleaned and stored for planting in 

October. Daffodils and Narcissus are best dug into some spare ground 

and left so the green tops die down into the bulbs, some feed is useful 

(added when watering) as this nourishes the bulb for next year’s flowers. 

You can reuse the old compost but first turn it out and remove old roots 

and watch out for the “C-shaped” grubs of vine weevils. If they are 

discovered do not reuse it. Discard it.  

Plant up pots with Geraniums (try pink and white ones as well as red), 

Lobelia, Diascias and Bizzy Lizzies, small ivy plants (which are easily 

grown from cuttings) variegated ones are attractive as well as ivy-leaved 

trailing Geraniums. These together with white, grey leaved Marguerites, 

Fuchsia and blue Salvias make long-lasting arrangements. Remember to 

add drainage crocks in the bottom of the pots over the holes so the 
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compost does not become water-logged. Old compost can be recycled on 

borders or added to the compost heap. 

Plants seeds of biennials eg Honesty, Canterbury Bells, Sweet Williams, 

Foxgloves etc. Lupins and Hollyhocks can also be grown to replenish 

these as they are not always very long lived perennials. Hollyhocks 

should be checked for coral spot and sprayed if present as this virus will 

weaken the plant and disfigure the leaves. Keep an eye out for lily beetles 

which will decimate the foliage and damage the buds. Pick them off and 

destroy them but be careful as they fall upside down and are black 

underneath making them hard to spot. 

Remove what appears to be excreta as it is where the larvae and grubs 

will hatch out into more lily beetles. 

Keep cutting Sweet Peas and remove old seed pods to stimulate more 

flowers and give a fortnightly feed. These flowers along with Lilac bring 

memories of my mother as they were her favourites. Scenes and sounds 

are so evocative of times and people past. 

I was walking in the orchard and was taken back to when I was a 17-year-

old student nursery nurse and spent my pay rise on Helena Rubenstein 

apple blossom talcum powder, perfume and a large egg-shaped bath 

soap. I can still feel the completely smooth oval tactile shape and smell 

the lovely subtle perfume. 

With is week’s long-awaited rain 

(mid-May) we look forward to all our 

hard work sowing, growing and 

planting in spring coming into 

fruition, enjoying the sights and 

scents after the welcome rain, 

especially of Wallflowers and 

Bluebells as we wait to see the 

unfolding beauty in our gardens in 

the coming month. 

Christine Brown 
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The Wonderful World of Women 
 
Marvellous Mavys of the Crooked Billet 
 

As part of my recent research for the Tales of Ales event in the August I 
have had the privilege to learn about some amazing women who lived in 
the village.  
 
One of my favourite is Mavys Janacek who was landlady of the Crooked 
Billet in the 1970s. Mavis was married to a Czech airman called Slavonil 

who had escaped 
Czechoslovakia for 
England in 1939 when 
Hitler invaded his 
homeland. He fought 
bravely in the RAF 
throughout the war, and 
his last posting was at 
RAF Manston as part of 
Wing Commander Max 
Aikens night fighter 
squadron (a lot more could 
be said here as this was 
an amazingly brave 
squadron, but the main 
focus is on Mavys!). 
During his time in the RAF 
he was awarded the 
Distinguished Flying Cross 
after he shot down four 
German aircraft in one 
night during a raid on 
Liverpool.  

 
Mavys was also having quite a career during the war. She had begun 
World War II as an art student, but quickly volunteered for the WAAF 
where she became a Fighter Plotter. Plotters were vital for tracking the 
movements of enemy attacks so that defending planes could be 
scrambled on time and sent in the right direction, or warnings given to 
places under threat of bombing. Plotters worked in three shifts in teams of 
about ten, tracking the size and direction of incoming German raids. They 
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At some point during the war, Mavys met and married Slavonil. In 1945, 
after the Allied victory in Europe, they decided to move to Czechoslovakia 
to help rebuild the country. Sadly for them, in 1948 the Communists, 

backed 
by the 
USSR, 
seized 
control 
and it 
became 
a very 

dangerous place to live. Faced with life under a tyrannical and terrifying 
regime, Mavys and her husband made the difficult decision to escape.  

Penny Bernard 

received information on enemy raids from radar stations (very new and 
exciting at the time!) 
 
To hide this new technology from the Nazis the myth about carrots being 
good for your eyes was put about to explain why British pilots could track 
their enemies in the dark!) The raids were then tracked using wooden 
blocks displayed around a large table. These blocks showed the name of 
the raid and an estimate of its strength, and arrows placed behind each 
block showed the raid’s direction. The blocks were colour coded to 
indicate how up to date the information was. Friendly aircraft were plotted 
in a separate room.  

 
With much daring, and a huge amount of luck, the couple stole a plane 
from the small airport at Chradime near Prague, and took off to England. 
At great risk of retaliation from the Czech airforce (who were none too 
pleased with the theft) the couple managed to make it to Northern France. 
Mavys had hoped they’d landed in Kent as she’d seen a cricket match 
being played below!  
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Food Stories  
 

A Minter Family Favourite 
 
Back in the mid 1980s when I was at school we made this recipe in Home 
Economics with Mrs McMillan.I made it at home that weekend and I was 
hooked on it.  
 
It is a really inexpensive meal and can be adapted in so many different 
ways. The fillings listed are only suggestions, and with modern vegan 
cheeses and vegan margarines it can be adapted for anyone. 
 
It was a total contrast to the Findus pizzas of the 1980s, which were 
awful. A pappy base with a flavourless tomato sauce and horrible cheese 
on top. In many ways we were just beginning to explore different types of 
food and flavours. I think anyone over 45 will understand this, anyone 
under will have no comprehension of 1970s to mid 1980s food. 
 
My parents, who hated pizza, tried this recipe from Home Economics and 
loved it, as they do to this day.  
 
Cooking has always been my passion as anyone who knows me will 
vouch for. I could never catch, throw, hit or kick a ball to save my life (and 
still can’t!). At weekends you would always catch me in grandad’s kitchen 
baking a cake or trying out a new recipe. 
 
Many fell by the wayside, but this recipe I still make regularly to this day. 
It’s not thin and crispy, the best description is it’s rustic. But it is so full of 
flavour and easy to make I’m sure if any of you try it you will be making it 
often, like me. 
 
If you like a seafood pizza then a few cooked prawns and a tin of sardines 
in tomato sauce chopped up gives a fantastic seafood flavour! 
The sky is the limit on toppings, and this recipe can be great for clearing 
up odd bits in the fridge. 
  
Scone Base Pizza 
6oz/150g   self-raising flour 
1oz/25g     butter or margarine 
Pinch salt 
1 egg 
2 tablespoons water 
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Topping 
1 Medium onion 
 ½ Tin of tomatoes 
3oz      75g   Grated Cheddar 
Pinch mixed herbs 
  
Extras 
2oz/50g  mushrooms (sliced) 
2 rashers of bacon (chopped) or ham 
2  sausages (cooked and sliced) 
2oz/50g  mixed vegetables 
  
 Method 
  
Light oven to 200 degrees or Gas mark 6-7. 
  
Rub the fat into the flour, add salt and make a well in the centre. 
  
Beat the egg in a basin and pour into the centre of the flour, add 2 
tablespoons of water and mix to a smooth dough ( I use a butter knife) 
adding a little more water if necessary 
  
Press out to a 1cm thick circle on a greased baking tray leaving a slight lip 
around the edge of the pizza base 
  
Chop the onion, grate the cheese and chop the tinned tomatoes (unless 
already chopped) 
  
Starting with the tomatoes and leaving the cheese ‘til last, layer your 
toppings onto the pizza base. Don’t be tempted to overtop and have a 
“mountain”. Keep it even. After the cheese has been added, add the 
pinch of mixed herbs 
  
Bake for 25-30 minutes until golden brown. 
  
Top tip: Double up on the ingredients using a whole tin of tomatoes and 
make 2 pizzas. When cooled down wrap one up in clingfilm or foil and 
freeze it. Just defrost and reheat in the oven when you want it. 
  
 For Andy’s top tip for a tasty tipple see over… 
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Fancy a nice glass of Pimms now summer is coming, but don’t like the 
price of a bottle in the shops? 
I never buy Pimms but make my own, it’s much more aromatic, but 
everyone I have served it to loves it. 
  
1 Part Gin 
1 Part southern Comfort (buy a supermarket own brand to save money) 
1 Part red Vermouth (I usually put 2 Parts in mine, but that’s my personal 
taste) 
  
Put in a jug or glass. Add the ice, lemonade, sliced cucumber and 
chopped strawberries and serve. 
  
I’m not going to give you a dilution rate as it is down to personal taste. 
Just relax and enjoy. 
You’ll find it’s more cost effective to make it this way, and a much nicer 
drink.  

Andrew Minter 

 
Please share your favourite family recipes or meals with a special 
meaning. Email rebeccasmith.ash@gmail.com 
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Stories from the Archives (16) 
 

A carpenter leaves his mark 
 
As the magazine goes to press, the church spire remains clad in 
scaffolding, but it won't be long before it's down again and the restored 
landmark resplendent once more in its fine new coat of lead. To many 
villagers it will have seemed a rather long wait but to the local historian it 
has been a very rewarding time. 
 
Strict regulations regarding access have been in place during the 
renovation, so the occasional news coming down from above about 
interesting discoveries has been met with excitement. Of these, a number 
of examples of ancient graffiti have been among the more interesting. The 
existing lead had been in place since the 1880s and a selection of the 
most historic examples of graffiti on the exterior of the spire had already 
been carefully cut out and rescued before Christmas for future display 
before the lead was removed and taken away. Anything dating from 
before late Victorian times, therefore, would be found 
only underneath this lead once it had been removed, or perhaps 
connected with the weather vane, spindle or acorn. And we've been 
lucky! 
 
This winter, one or two names of previous contractors or labourers have 
been found neatly carved into the beams or on the wood panelling, a sort 
of interior skin of the spire, and some of this woodwork appears not to 
have been renewed during the 1880s renovation when the outer skin of 
lead was replaced. Indeed, much of it has been found to be sound even 
today. One example has attracted particular attention, perhaps because it 
is perfectly legible but also as a result of its immediate reminder of a once 
prominent local business. The inscription is deeply cut and remains as 
clear as when it was carved on 29th June 1818 by a J. Hadaway, 
carpenter. 
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Thanks to the excellent survival of so much of the parish church's 
collection of ancient archives, we already know who constructed, worked 
with or paid for the materials used in the major renovations of the spire in 
the 1630s, 1730s, 1770s and 1880s, from the large consignments of re-
cast lead right down to the provision of the hand-made nails. These 
records provide us with tremendous detail but there have also been a 
number of comparatively smaller repairs over the years - including in the 
20th century - and information on these can be sketchy. For example, we 
now know that some work was clearly carried out right at the top in the 
summer of 1818 but it was a job that had, up until now, escaped this 
writer's attention. However, the name Hadaway was hardly a surprise - 
but very welcome! This well-known former carpentry business had 
spanned the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries in Ash and the latest discovery 
should, therefore, send one scurrying to the archives. 
 
The St Nicholas churchwardens' accounts for 1818 were certain to record 
the payment of Hadaway's invoice but, frustratingly, the Covid restrictions 
rendered them inaccessible for the time being. Patience was required! 
Meanwhile, the awareness of the survival of many of Hadaway's business 
ledgers carefully preserved among the holdings of the Ash Heritage 
Centre helped keep optimism alive - but, of course, the pandemic had put 
those records out of reach too. However, both collections were eventually 
consulted once available and, sure enough, there was the proof tucked 
away among the churchwarden's disbursements that William Smith, 
churchwarden, had settled up with James Hadaway on 28th January 
1819, "as per bill." It totalled £11 8s 6d but, disappointingly, Smith 
provided no detailed breakdown. Fortunately - and excitingly - 
examination of Hadaway's own records yielded much more information, 
even if his handwriting, not the neatest, was riddled with his own little 

personal 
abbreviations. 
 
In 1818 the 
churchwardens' 
activities 
extended much 
further than the 
oversight of St 
Nicholas. They 
were directly 
responsible for 
much secular 
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local government across the whole parish, including the supervision of 
repairs and provision of the necessary labour. James Hadaway undertook 
a fair bit of work for the churchwardens and maintained an account with 
them. We can see from his ledger that he was up on our spire for quite a 
while that year, beginning on 24th March when he "took the height of the 
spire" in a quarter of a day. In April he was journeying to Wingham and 
back and charging for carriage, for sawing and for his time, his daily rate 
appearing to be 5s 6d (27.5p), just over double a farm labourer's pay in 
1818. A day and a half here, two days there and sometimes three days at 
a stretch appear in his account. During the week that he carved his name 
he worked on the spindle and was busy up there for several days. 
 
He supplied lengths of oak - 5 feet here and 3 feet there at 9d a foot - but 
also worked with elm and deal, more cheaply of course. By July our spire 
had a perfect spindle and acorn. The "piece for the top" cost £2 18s 0d 
and the acorn £2 12s 0d - so £5 10s 0d (or £5.50) in all, and with "the use 
of stuff" included, that part of the job cost £7 4s 6d. "Anything else need 
doing while I'm here, Mr Smith?" Well, the belfry door needed a new spur 
and that was provided too. Hadaway submitted his final bill for £11 8s 6d 
to "Messrs Smith and Wood, churchwardens" and he annotated his 
account: "settled January 28th 1819. JH." Having consulted both surviving 
sources for this transaction, it is reassuring to see that their accounts 
concurred perfectly! 
 
Once Robert Hudson, Ash Heritage Group's chairman, had supplied such 
a clear photo of the graffiti, the churchwardens' accounts at the Cathedral 
Archives and the Hadaway ledgers in our Ash Heritage Centre were 
always going to be the key to discovering more about James Hadaway's 
work up there on our spire more than two centuries ago. And once access 
was finally allowed they didn't disappoint! The second photograph shows 
both these volumes placed alongside each other as a demonstration of 
the use of surviving archives. 
 
The Ash Heritage Group (ashheritagegroup@gmail.com) plans to re-
open the Centre to the public on Saturday 26th June after a closure 
of 15 months. The Cathedral Archives (archives@canterbury-
cathedral.org) have already re-opened to the public, currently with 
restrictions on numbers. The research for this article has drawn on 
the collections held at both repositories. 
 

Peter Ewart 
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June Reflections  

 
Writing on a chilly, bright May morning, I am hoping June will live up to 
its reputation as ‘Flaming June’! The first day of the month marks the start 
of meteorological summer and the 21st is, of course, the Summer Solstice 
when we have the longest daylight hours because the North Pole is 
at its maximum tilt towards the sun. I looked up the page on-line for booking 
a place at Stone Henge for the event, as it always draws a crowd, it looks 
as though it will be a very popular and well ordered event this year. And 
how amazing to be able to see the sunrise through such an amazing, 
historic and for many people a very spiritual place. I first saw the henge in 
1965 as my father drove the family Cortina estate (a Classic!) down to 
Cornwall from Essex for our summer holiday. It was about 5am and 
glimmered out of the morning mist, very atmospheric, and of course we 
were not traveling so fast then, though as I head in that direction most 
summers, I know how slow the 303 can be at that point! I feel very lucky to 
have visited and walked around the stones before the ‘no touching’ 
pathway was put in place. On the 10th there is a partial eclipse of the sun, 
happening between 10.04 and 12.19, with the best views expected around 
11. At the start of the month and again towards its end, you may be able to 
see Jupiter rising in the South East close to the moon. On the 27th Saturn 
may also be glimpsed from 12.30, again rising with the moon. With luck, 
and some strong May sunshine first, the sea temperature should rise to 13 
degrees, somewhat better than how it is now! Information taken from this 
years Almanac by Lia Leendertz.  
I really like the transition from May to June as day by day we see the tree 
lines changing, as the trees really green up and reach for the full spread of 
their canopies. Even if you only get to walk in the Rec, there are some very 
beautiful trees there and it’s a good place to get to know the individual 
species. With the long bright evening comes the scents of summer; roses, 
honeysuckle, jasmines and sweet peas to name but a few. Savor and 
enjoy! Apologies if you get hay-fever, mine starts in Feb\March with the tree 
pollens and I usually get the sneezes in summer evenings, but I do love 
summer scents, worth suffering for I feel. This explosion of natural growth 
seems especially good this year as during May we are slowly seeing 
glimpses of our old lives returning; so hopefully , this month we, like the 
trees, can begin to reach the full spread of our lives post-covid. Having our 
first service in church on Easter Sunday was very special for me, and many 
others, an amazing step forward. Given the numbers that have now had 
two jabs and many more having their first, with constant updates on the 
effectiveness and production of others that may tackle to new variants  
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more efficiently, it does feel as though there really is light at the end of the 
Covid tunnel.  
 
I hope that there will be a fitting memorial for all those who have lost, and 
those who are continuing to, loose their fight with covid, and for all those 
who are grieving. But also, for all the nurses, doctors, other NHS staff and 
the many thousands of volunteers who have helped to make the vaccine 
roll out a reality. Perhaps by the time this edition goes out the idea of 
creating a country wide Memorial day on the 4th of July will have taken root 
and events etc will be being organized.  
 
I feel, though, for all whose livelihood, schooling or training has been 
affected negatively; we hear daily on news programmes about the 
increased numbers of calls to the Samaritans and other mental health 
specialists, that this pandemic has not just been about the sick, but the 
longer -term effects on the general welfare of so many.  However, I have 
also been frustrated and disappointed at the amount of time given on tv to 
‘getting away to the sun’ and the constant need to know what countries are 
‘safe’ to fly to: It seems in such poor taste when so many have struggled to 
keep their business going, supporting staff, people having to resort to 
charities for food parcels, so many fund raising event -great for moral- but 
surely only necessary because of the lack or inequality of funds made 
available to all who need them? So often it seems in an unfair world, that 
money like power begats more to those that ‘have’. Not to mention the 
effect on the natural world and the atmosphere if the amount of traffic and 
especially flying returns to ‘normal’. We need to remember over the next 
few months, as I heard one of the TV doctors say so succinctly: we (the UK) 
may be getting Covid under control, that our epidemic is passing, 
but that we must not forget that this is a global Pandemic and that this 
disease is here to stay. Perhaps we should also remember that the 
countries with the lowest death toll, closed their borders.   
  
So, enough doom and gloom! We are so fortunate in Ash to have footpaths 
and bridleways with easy access all around the village; meadow areas 
preserved for the village to enjoy and many really lovely walks and 
parklands just a short drive away. One of the good things to come out of 
the last year, was to see people out and about, walking and enjoying their 
surroundings, getting involved in gardening and relishing how good home -
grown food can be, or picking flowers for indoors that they’ve planted and 
nurtured, all good for the soul and our mental health!  
As we celebrate mid-summer I hope that everyone is able to enjoy the fresh 
air, birdsong, wildlife, the trees and flowers, also the wildflower meadows 
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that are being maintained on a number of estates around Kent, helping the 
pollinators; bees of all kinds, wasps too, moths and butterflies and all the 
many species that help to attract and feed other kinds such as frogs and 
toads and the smaller birds. It will help us become far more bio-diverse in 
the future.   
 
We can also celebrate our wonderfully mixed coast- line; from the fertile 
estuary mud around Sea Salter and Whitstable, the lovely sandy stretches 
around Thanet and the deep blue waters off the pebbly Deal beaches. All 
so accessible from here with much more variety further round the coast. 
We can help to support those whose lives depend on tourism in our costal 
towns. Or, perhaps, head out to somewhere you have not explored before 
as my brother recently has: last year he rejoined the rest of his family living 
near Sevenoaks, having worked in Dubai for some years, he’s recently 
taken to exploring by bike and has enjoyed tremendous views from the 

ridges of some of the old Pilgrims 
Way paths and tracks. From great 
woods and heathlands to explore, 
expansive views like you see when 
standing facing out from Coombe 
Lane with the view in the drawing 
on your right, to little tucked away 
villages, historic castles, stately 
homes with beautiful gardens and 
parkland, wildlife parks, as well as 
traditional sea-side, Kent really 
does have something for 
everyone.  
I am looking forward to seeing 
some outside theatre and I know at 
least one of my offspring can’t wait 
for the festival season to restart! 
Whatever you find to visit and 
explore or sit and rest in, stay safe 
and enjoy all the summer season 
can offer. Best wishes to you all.   

Pat  Coles 
A view from Coombe Lane standing by the 
entrance to Mill cottage, where for hundreds of 
years a windmill would have served the village 
and surrounding hamlets, one of the highest 
points in Ash 
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Dear Readers, 

Please support our local businesses 

and advertisers by using their services 

and do say that you saw their 

advertisement in the parish magazine! 

If you would like to advertise in the 

parish magazine, please email 

ashpm.ads@gmail.com 

mailto:ashpm.ads@gmail.com
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Please support our local business by using their services 
as you are able. 

If you would like to advertise here, please contact: 

ashpm.ads@gmail.com 

mailto:ashpm.ads@gmail.com
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Please support our local business by using their 
services as you are able. 

If you would like to advertise here, please contact: 

ashpm.ads@gmail.com 

mailto:ashpm.ads@gmail.com
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